
All About Drip Messaging
How to approach long-term nurture campaigns with 
prospects that haven’t yet accepted a phone call through 
LinkedIn and Connect 365. 



Agenda

◉ A 4-point Guide to Bucket Your Prospects
◉ Post-TAG Boomerang Sequence
◉ 7 Keys to a Successful Nurture Message
◉ The (re)Connection Campaign
◉ Sales Follow-up Sequence
◉ The ‘a-Ha’ on Monthly Top-of-Mind Messages
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Post-TAG 
Boomerang
Don’t leave your TAG prospects who didn’t reply to LinkedIn 
messaging hanging.  
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How to Approach Prospects 
from LinkedIn Campaign 



Post-TAG Boomerang

◉ Create Sequential Campaign in Connect 
365
○ 10-14 days between messages
○ 2-3 messages as follow-ups to 

LinkedIn campaign
○ Send unless ‘A reply is received’
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The best part?

You can set up the campaign once and drop 
prospects in there whenever they are ready...



7 Keys to a 
Successful Nurture 
Message
Let’s dissect the platform and delivery to increase your results.
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Copywriting for Connect 365 
or LinkedIn



Writing a Strong Message

1. Maintain the “what’s in it for me” perspective
2. Write like you talk
3. Clear over clever
4. Resources over pitch
5. Brief over detail
6. Engage beyond automation
7. Make it personal







The (re)Connection 
Campaign3

How to Re-Engage Contacts that you 
haven’t spoken with in a while
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SUBJ TOPIC TIME DELAY

Checking in (re)introduce

Would you like to join GROUP 
NAME

invite to group (if no group... share 
content)

~ 7 days later

{firstname}, curious about your 
thoughts on this...

Reverse 9-word email ~ 11 days later

Want a free LinkedIn profile 
assessment?

offer of value...not just here's my 
offer...

~ 13 days later

Re: Want a free LinkedIn 
profile assessment?

follow-up offer ~ 4 days later

A few missed opportunities let's talk about it ~ 12 days later

Re: discuss a few missed 
opportunities on your profile?

follow-up call offer ~ 7-10 days later



Sales Follow-Up 
Sequence  
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Following Up Your 
Sales Calls













Monthly Drip 
Messaging  
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Where the majority drop 
the ball... 



a-Ha with Drip Messaging

◉ Aim for 1 per month
◉ Don’t make it evergreen

○ But outline beforehand

◉ Every few months -> ‘custom’ offer
◉ Don’t disregard messaging rules 



Writing a Strong Message

1. Maintain the “what’s in it for me” perspective
2. Write like you talk
3. Clear over clever
4. Resources over pitch
5. Brief over detail
6. Engage beyond automation
7. Make it personal





Any questions ?
You can find me and your coaches

◉ In the Facebook Group
◉ At lsmastery@linkedselling.com

Thanks!


